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Events
Safindar
What: Cal Poly College 
Republicans. Oan Flynn is coming 
to Cal Poly to speak on his book 
"Why the Left Hates America: 
Exposing the Lies That Have 
Obscured Our Nation's Greatness." 
When: Thursday, 7 p.m.
Where: Bldg. 53, Room 215 
More Info: Call Blake Bolton at 
782-9029
What: ASI Art, Music and Poetry 
(A.M.P.).A mixed media showcase 
featuring student work and an 
open microphone.
When: Thursday, 7 p.m.
Where: UU Epicenter
More Info: Call Mandi Hudson at
756-5807
What: Career Services. A free 
interview skills workshop. ,
When: Thursday, 2 p.m.
Where: Bldg. 124, Room 224 
More Info: Call Career Services at 
756-2501 or go to their Web site 
at www.careerservices.calpoly.edu
What: College of Architecture 
and Environmental Design 
"The Advantages of the Design —  
Build Project Delivery Method" 
will be the theme of the Cal Poly 
Construction Management 
Department's second annual 
Clark Construction Lecture.
When: Friday, 3 p.m.
Where: Bldg. 3, Room 213 
More Info: Call Raymond Ladd at 
756-7432
What: Technology Career Fair. 
Students can make contacts and 
present resumes to employers in 
the technology industry.
When: Monday, 10 a.m.to 3 p.m. 
Where: UU Chumash Auditorium 
More Info: Call Shel Burrell at 
756-5974
What: Equine Health Series. Cal 
Poly Continuing Education will 
offer the workshop "Lameness for 
the Horse Owner."
When: Wednesday, 6:30 p.m. 
Where: Edna Valley Veterinary 
Clinic, 4850 Daveport Creek Road 
More Info: Cost is $30, and par­
ticipants must enroll by calling 
756-2053
What: Swing Dance Concert.The 
Cal Poly Jazz Band No. 1 will per­
form classic and modern big 
band songs. Swing dance lessons 
will be given prior to the band 
performance.
When: Friday, 8 p.m. Lessons start 
at 7 p.m.
Mfhere: More Info: Cost is $5 for 
students. Call Paul Rinzier at 
756-5792
What: Ultimate Frisbee.
Beginning and experienced play­
ers welcome.
Whan: Thursdays at 5 p.m., 
Fridays at 3:30 p.m.and Saturdays 
at 8:30 a.m.
Where: Sports Complex 
More Info: Contact Brian Buell by 
email bbuell@calpoly.edu or call 
781-8339
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LGBT center celebrates
By Samantha Yale
^ÍUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
It has been one year since Cal 
Poly’s Pride Alliance, the Lesbian, 
Gay, Bisexual, Transgender center 
opened, and the center will celebrate 
it’s first anniversary with a reception 
and seminars.
The center opened last year on 
National Coming Out Day O ct. 11.
The celebration will be open to 
students, staff and the community 
and will take place Friday, beginning 
with breakfast at 10 a.m. outside the
LGBT center, building 52 P and con­
tinuing with seminars in the 
Women’s Center University Union 
room 217.
Seminars planned for the event 
will each focus on different aspects of 
the coming-out process.
A t 11 a.m., Dave Smiley, director 
of the Interfaith Campus Coalition, 
will speak on how to come out as a 
LGBT person in the faith communi­
ty-
“Being LGBT doesn’t mean you 
can’t have faith and be part of a 
community,’’ said Maya Andlig, gen-
der and sexuality program coordina­
tor. She said there are plenty of 
LGBT-friendly religious organiza­
tions in the area.
A t 1 p.m., Mel Commuso, student 
coordinator of Pride Alliance, will 
speak about coming out to friends.
A t 2 p.m., Leathe Allard, a doctor­
al intern with Counseling Services, 
will discuss coming out to family 
members.
From 3 to 5 p.m. Ally Training will 
focus on how to be supportive of
see LGBT, page 2
COLLEGE-BASED FEES SERIES; THIRD OF SIX BUDGET REPORTS
• college of architecture and environmental design •
Majors utilize own money
"  a “It can't be understated that 
the students’ sensibility on the 
importance o f  the student fee  
decision to put education first.” 
Associate Dean Richard Zweifel
i
MATT WECHTER/MUSTANG DAILY
Junior architoctur« major HIroc Fujimoto 
works on a design in ona of the architec­
ture labs on campus.
By Kendra Hodges
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
T he college-based fee increase students voted on last spring saved the 
College of A rchit­
ecture and Environ­
mental Design from 
losses in faculty, 
classes and updated 
equipment.
CA ED  students 
agreed to initiate a 
quarterly student fee 
increase of $200 per 
quarter per student.
Students are begin­
ning to reap the 
rewards of the added 
cost.
The fees are paying 
to refurbish outdated 
testing machines, 
backfill existing 
courses, obtain new 
computers, buy new 
printing machines 
and furniture. This
employ experts in the field to 
come into the classrtxrm and 
supply numerous, updated 
equipment and information 
technology to support educa­
tional programs throughout the 
college.
The specific fees 
go directly to each of 
the college’s majors: 
architectural engi­
neering, city and 
regional planning, 
architecture, con­
struction manage­
ment and landscape 
architecture.
“It can’t be under­
stated that the stu­
dents sensibility on 
the importance of the 
student fee decision 
to put education 
first,” Associate Dean 
Richard Zweifel said.
Student fee com­
mittees were formed 
in the college. 
Student representa- 
will also help offer more spe- tives in each committee have 
cialized electives, employ full- an on-going responsibility to 
time student assistants, allocate
funds for national conferences, S 6€  CAED, psgC 2
*Sinc« I got 
back from 
studying 
abroad in 
Danmark,
I have seen 
quit# a bK of 
tangible 
differences.'* 
—  Ian Anderson, 
architecture senior
SPENCER MARLEY/MUSTANG DAILY
The sign above hangs in the 
LGBT center on campus.
Cuesta
Grade
re-opens
By Allison Terry
MUSTANG DAILY ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
The steep drop off, giant semi­
trucks and stopped traffic will no 
longer afflict drivers on the Cuesta 
Grade.
After $48 million and four years of 
construction, the grade will perma­
nently re-open Friday.
“There was an operational defi­
ciency on Cuesta Grade,” Gregg 
Albright, district director of Caltrans, 
said. “The 7.2 p>ercent grade dramati­
cally reduced the flow of traffic and 
became a bottleneck.”
The project entailed widening the 
3.5-mile strip of Hwy 101 to three 
lanes in each direction and adding 
eight-foot shoulders and a five-foot 
median barrier.
A  six-lane road on a hill is similar 
to a four-lane flat road, Albright 
said.
Hwy 101 is not only dependent 
on commuter users, but it is also 
important to com m ercial goods 
movers.
“Hwy 101 is one of the kiey north, 
south routes in the state,” he said.
The primary goals in recorwtruct- 
ing the Grade are to improve safety 
and congestion on the highway, 
Albright said.
The project also included a pro­
gressive Eispect.
Albright said Caltrans officials 
wanted to make a long-term change 
to driving behavior in the area while 
also mitigating the traffic impact of
see GRADE, page 2
SLO County Green Party hosts annual music festival
Quick facts
What: The fifth annual Green 
Rockin' musk festival. Admission, 
$ 15, adults; $ 10, students.
Whan: Sunday, noon to 5:30 p.m.
Whara: Shallow Creek Ranch, 
6030 Highway One, two miles 
north of Cayucos **
Mora info: Call 995-3999
By Deanna Gallen
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
The fifth annual Green Rockin’ 
music festival is coming to the 
Central Coast to benefit the San Luis 
Obispo County Green Party.
Several bands will take the stage at 
Swallow Creek Ranch, just north of 
Cayucos, on Sunday from noon to 
5:30 p.m.
David Lynch, the multifaceted 
director, artist and composer known
for his films such as Blue Velvet and 
Mulholland Drive and the television 
series Twin Peaks, will perform.
Local band Joose will also be there, 
as well as Up In The Air and 
Everyday People.
“Joose is one of the best dance/jam 
bands in SLO County,” said 24-year- 
old San Luis Obispo resident Ryan 
LaPorte, a project scientist for a local 
environmental engineering firm and 
Green Rockin’ volunteer.
Originally from Sacramento,
LaPorte has lived in San Luis Obispo 
for seven years. He hsis been a Green 
Party member since he was 18. This is 
the second year he will volunteer at 
the event, and he is also one of the 
advertising and announcing coordi­
nators. He started getting involved 
with the local Green Party last year.
“This is a really fun event, with 
one of the most breathtaking views of 
the Cayucos coast,” LaPorte said. “It
see GREEN, page 2
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continued from page 1
LG BT individuals, with programs 
including “Respect Zone.”
“It’s primarily a social gathering 
and celebration of the Center," 
Andlig said.
She said everyone is encouraged to 
come.
“We’ve done our best to make the 
setting very confidential,” Andlig 
said. “By coming to this, you’re by no 
means declaring your sexual orienta­
tion to the campus.”
“A lot of people have used this day 
as their momentum for coming out,”
Andlig said.
Andlig said Cal Poly has one of 
the newest Pride Centers among 
California colleges. San Diego 
State University is currently cele­
brating its LGBT center’s 35th year 
anniversary.
“(That this took so long) says 
something about this campus,” Andlig 
said. “When it comes to that kind t)f 
stuff, we’re a throwback to the 50s.”
“I think the biggest thing coming 
out of this day is creating a campus 
where you feel comfortable being 
yourself,” Biological sciences senior 
Jennifer Yost said. She said she wants 
to make people “aware that there are 
homosexuals in the world and they’re 
not freaks.”
S u n r i s e / S u n s e t
rises: 7:04 a.m. /  sets 6 3 6  p.m.
T i d e s  w .
W gh 10:14 a.m. 5.23 feet
10:27 p.m. 4.78 feet
low 3:59 a.m. 0.65 feet
4:26 p.m. 0.97 feet
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continued from page 1
decide how the funds are allocated.
“It is an incredible thing that stu­
dents stepped up to join as partners in 
the decision making of how they wish 
to enrich their academic programs,” 
Zweifel said.
Without the college-based fee 
increase, both the college and the 
entire university would have been hit 
hard during the budget crunch, 
unable to offer instruction with suffi­
cient resources.
“Our work is generated through 
technology’. We needed adequate tech­
nology so badly,” landscape architec­
ture junior Tamera Pullen said.
.Architecture’s significant purchas­
es include additional shop hours, 
design studios, big name speakers, 
chairs for studios, 52 new computers
and an 1 l-by-7-inch scanner.
All departments have been able to 
purchase necessary equipment such 
as computers and lab stools. Most 
have also seen retention and addi­
tion of elective classes and funding 
for field trips.
More significantly, architectural 
engineering is working on their 
fourth “smart nxim,” a nxim equipped 
with state-of-the-art technology, 
financed various student senior pro­
jects, covered previous course lab 
fees, purchased 19 new' computers, 80 
drafting stools and 17 computer 
chairs. Projected expenditures 
include new drafting tables and the 
replacement of the current compres­
sion tester, implemented in the 
1960s.
The city and regional planning 
department decided to use a portion 
of the fee money to support seniors 
and second year grads in attending a 
national conference.
Is there a city you'd 
like to see in the 
weather box? 
E-mail us at 
mustangdaily@ 
calpoly.edu
GREEN
continued from page 2
is also a goixl chance to get to know' 
what the Green Party is all about.” 
Tlte Green Party is the only growing 
political party in the United States. In 
2002, the Green Party ran almost 500 
candidates nationwide, according to 
the liKal Green Party Web site.
The party’s legislative platform is 
based on 10 key values including 
grassnxits democracy, ecological wis­
dom, nonviolence, community based 
economics, gender equity and sus­
tainability of resources.
“1 have been interested in learning 
more about the Green Party for a 
while,” said 71-year-old Judy Ellis, a 
real estate secretary from Cayucos. 
Ellis is volunteering for Green 
RiKkin’ for the first time this year.
More volunteers are needed to set 
up and break down the event. 
Anyone interested should call SLO 
Greens at 995-3999.
“Strong university guys would be 
sublime," Ellis said.
C A P O L Y- A RT S
PRESENTS
CELEBRATED AUTHOR AND
r a d í o  c o m m e n t a t o r
SARAH VOWELL
A favorite  on
LETTERMAN! 
CONAN! .
"THE DAILY SHOW"!
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 10 - 8 p.m.
Cal Poly Theatre
Comic monologues and social observations from the 
best-selling author and National Public Radio 
contributor whom the Los Angeles Times calls,
" A  M A D O N N A  O F  A M E R IC A N A ."
STUDENT RUSH TIX AT DOOR!
(ONE HOUR PRIOR TO CURTAIN)
A GREAT SHOW AT A GREAT PRICE!
For more student rush information, please call the
Performing Arts Ticket Office: 756-2787 
Or visit www,calpolyarts.org
Sponsored by the TYihune & Cal Poly College of Liberal Arts
MATT WECHTER/MUSTANG DAILY
Improvements to the Cuesta Grade include widening the strip of  ^
Hwy. 101 to six lanes and adding shoulders and a median barrier.
GRADE
continued from page 1
the construction.
“We tried to get drivers to be 
more transit-oriented,” Albright 
said.
Included in the funding for the 
project, the state allcKated money 
for more public buses, promoting 
carpool programs and alternate 
transportation options.
“Hundreds of people became 
used to using buses, and they will 
continue to use the buses even 
with the Grade completed,” 
Albright said.
There are several park and ride 
lots, both in San Luis Obispo and 
north county, for people to use for 
car piHiling.
“We changed driving behavior by 
getting more petiple into fewer vehi­
cles,” he said.
The project also included a con­
tact sensitive solution, reducing 
the impact on wildlife habitat and 
surrounding environment,
Albright said. The project 
improved bicycle access for the 
Grade.
“The project was overall well-bal­
anced,” he said. “We took into 
account the commuters and envi­
ronment.”
During construction, lane clo­
sures frequently caused traffic delays 
up to one hour. Most of the con­
struction was completed Oct. 3, hut 
final detail work including lane- 
striping and cleanup caused some 
lane closures this week.
Agribusiness senior Jacki Wood 
makes a five-hour drive to Napa to 
see her family every few' months and 
said that the most dreaded part of 
her drive is the grade.
“1 hate driving the grade, espe­
cially when I’m tired after hours of 
driving,” Wood said.
“Trucks cut you off and then go 
really slow, the w'hole thing is frus­
trating.”
WiKxl said she looks forward to 
testing out the new, wider road and 
anticipates being less stressed while 
making the drive.
The Cuesta Grade project is the 
largest highway construction pro­
ject in the history of C'altrans dis­
trict five, which runs along the 
coast from Santa Cruz to Santa 
Barbara.
—  Mustang Daily staff writer Amy
Hessick contributed to this report.
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Your convenient source for special foods & groceries.
A Convenience Store that features Cal Poly products 
along with household essentials,
snacks and school supplies. Inside 
the store you’ll also find a
mini food court and Julian's Jr. 
serving gourmet coffee and espresso.!
Open!6:30am-10pm Mon-Thurs 6:30am-5;30pm Friday 10am-5pm Saturday 10am-10pm Sunday
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ST. LOUIS —  Homeland Security Secretary Tom Ridge conducted the first of seven town hall-style meetings across the country 
Wednesday, seeking Americans’ ideas and concerns while defending the 
Bush administration’s response to terrorism.
Ridge championed the progress his department has made so tar and 
defended the Patriot Act, which expanded the powers of government 
law enforcement in the name of combatting terrorism.
“Even today, we are not safe in this country,” Ridge said. “The threat 
is real. There are difficult decisions we make every day and we try to com­
municate that so you are informed rather than teartul. When we reduce 
the anxiety level ot the country, the better prepared we are.” ^
'-• 'TV-.  i
WASHINGTON —  The Environmental Protection Agency d<ies not 
plan to curb dental use ot mercury in tooth fillings, even though critics 
want dentists to do more to reduce the araouhr of mercur>' seeping ihu' 
sewage'sysremsvv,.,.,,  ^ .....*■■^**‘4 J... ■
“The choice of dental treatment rests solely with dental professionals
.ind their patients,” Geoffrey Grubbs, the EPA’s director of science and tech- 
nology, said ip prepared testungny for iitHciuse siibctirnmittee Wednesday. 
“EPA does not intend to second-gue.ss these treauiieftt decisions.^
Grubbs did recommend Voluntary measures that go beyond what the 
American I'iental Assticiation says is necessary to reckice the amount ot 
mercury going down the drain in dentist g ffic^  such as installing amal-. 
gam separators. He also recomrrtended the use ot mercury-trfee fillings, hut 
acknowledged the higher costs.
Mercury, a toxic natural material, has been eliminated from many 
prtxJucts. But amalgam, which combines mercury with silver, copper and 
tin, still is used as tcxith filling.
• • •
WASHINGTON —  The federal deficit will dip below $400 billion —
slightly better than recent forecasts but still an unprecedented figure — 
for the fiscal year just ended, top White House and congressional budget 
officials said Wednesday.
Administration and congressional budget officials suggested the 
shtirtfall could be in the $380 billion range for fiscal 2003, which ran 
through Sept. 30. Final data isn’t expected until later this month.
The improved outlook for 2003 still leaves the red ink surpassing the 
$290 billion record set in 1992. Analysts also see the government still 
staring at a glciomy budget horizon for the more distant future, with huge 
shortfalls projected indefinitely.
—  Associated Press
WorldRggr.dup
Ba l i, indonesia —  Seeking to avoid economic domination h\ larger neighbors siphoning t)ff trade and investment, 10 Southeast Asian nations tried Wednesday to co-opt then main competitors — t'hina, India 
and japan —  by concluding a flurry of strategic agreements with them 
.At its summit on Indonesia’s Bali island, the .A.ssociation of Southeast 
Asian Nations also created an ambitious network of security treaties 
meant to underpin its plans for a European-like economic community by 
2020.
China and India became the first outside powers to accede t(> ASEAN's 
Treaty ot Amity and CJooperation, the group’s founding nonaggression pact, 
which renounces the use of force and calls ftir greatci political and eco­
nomic cooperation.
The two countries and |apan signed separate agreements with ASEAN on 
Wednesday aimed at reducing trade barriers as a precursor to an eventu- 
<il free-trade zone spanning most of Asia.
• • •
KABUL, Afghanistan — Fighting erupted Wednesdav between rival 
warlords wh»' both claim .illegiance to the government of rresulent 
Hamid Karzai, and an official of one of the warring groups said as mam 
as 60 people were killed and scores more wounded.
A  commander for the other side, however, said only three people had 
been killed in a battle outside the northern city of Mazar-e-Sharif. It 
was impossible to verify either account.
The fighting came as a deal was signed in the capital of Kabul 
between the Afghan government and the United Nations that paves 
the way for teams of U.N. and Afghan personnel to deploy to cities 
across Afghanistan to start a much-delayed program to disarm militia­
men loyal to warlords.
• • •
BEIJING —  After 11 years of planning, China's first manned space 
flight could come down to this: one man, a two-pound sack of seeds and a 
single 90-minute loop around the planet.
Giving the firmest signs yet that China is about to blast a “taikonaut” 
into orbit, news reports Wedne.sday said it would take place Oct. 15 and be 
shown live on television. In Indonesia, Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao said 
the Shenzhou 5 craft would take off with a human crew “stxm, very soon.” 
A successful launch would make China only the third nation capable 
of manned space flight. The Communist Party, its image battered by cor­
ruption scandals, could boost its public approval in the reflected glory of a 
nationalistic triumph.
—  Associated Press
College,KoiJndup
PROVO, Utah — Brigham Young University faculty mem­
ber Byron Adams is one of few 
individuals who can say he’s visited 
Antarctica and held the title of 
worm-herder
.Aiiams, a member ot the micro 
and molecular hiologv department, 
was part ot an expedition funded 
by the National Science 
Foundation that traveled to 
.AntarcticaJ-ist..wi«i«C«^search of 
mic rosa >{:ui.„..ji:uurus nema­
todes. Tditk.- in
.Antarctica for over._lwo months, 
.lilernatine between the cozy living
condition*...ot ilu:.,«Jicl/lurdo
Researtb, StatÍQp ^iruL^icimirive 
tents p iK ^ 4  «íw4he-.Jwil!!ÍR; rocky 
terrain.i .....^
BERKELEY — Deflecting criti­
cism tlyat the UnlypHfTy of 
California at Berlcelejtg,<i»itfairly 
admittc-i^yundrecfjf (^***rSiillfally 
q u a l iM '"  the
University dl ‘^ . '^ftlA'1MljEa^ rdered a 
systemwide review of its new 
admissions policies.
Although It  is unclear what the 
study will cover, it may delve into 
how factors such as race, ethnici­
ty, socioeconomic status and 
grade point average played out 
in admission.s decisions —  topics 
only briefly touched upon in a pre­
liminary report critical of the UC • 
Berkeley admissions policy.
—  University Wire services
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fashion
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Suiday, October 19,2003 
1:00 - 4:00 pm 
$25.00 per persoi
2 0 0 2  W ine Release,
Food and Art
Fashion Show starts at 2 :0 0 pm
An afternoon of yummy treats from some of the county's most popular 
restaurants, a 2002 vintage wine release kick-off, an art show with some 
of SLO County's hottest artists and the highlight of the a(ternoon-a 
fashion show beginning at 2:00 PM.
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"Autumn Passages Erthancemertt, uic. s 
6th Annual Benefit for Breast Carreer Survivor«^
Sitirdaif, October 18,2003 
5:00 • 9:00 PM 
$50.00 per person
S ile n t w ine  a u c tio n , re g u la r s ile n t a u c tio n  and a live  a u c tio n , plus g o u im e t food 
from  n ine  lo ca l re s ta u ra n ts , la s t in g  from  five  lo ca l w in e rie s  in c lu d in g  [d n a  Valley 
V in e ya rd  and live  m u sic .
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Check out NFL, College Football, Baseball S More!
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"Ex' marks 
the spot
The downtown pedi-cah let’s me off at the corner i.)f Foothill and Chorro. 1 dive into my pockets and give the driver a few crumpled hills. As 1 
turn tor home my isolation hits me and 1 realize that 
the only thing worse than taking the pedi-cah is taking 
the pedi-cah solo. A quick glance at my watch tells me 
that it is 3 a.m., the perfect time for hooking up. I’m 
hummed that Chili Peppers is closed as I walk by, curs­
ing myself tor losing my 
friends, or rather them los-
The
J-:
ing me, somewhere in the 
“hizarro-world" otherwise 
known as the downtown 
bar scene. But none of that 
matters now and I franti­
cally start searching 
through my cell phone for 
a girl, any girl, to take me 
out of this misery. After 10 
minutes of desperate dial­
ing, re-dialing, messaging, 
text-messaging and paging 
1 become resigned to my 
situation. 1 am defeated.
1 sadly tell myself that it 
1 am to have sex tonight it will only come from one 
place; the tried and tested, never-fail source to all my 
sexual frustrations. 1 do what every college man has 
done at least once, or was it 50, times in his life. 1 call 
the ex-girlfriend.
Indeed, in the annals of human relationships there 
is no greater post hreak-up benefit than what has 
become widely known as “Ex-Sex,” the forbidden 
booty-call of former lovers who re-unite for a 10 
minute tryst deep under the cover of a San Luis Obispo 
night.
“Ex-Sex” is oftentimes even better than regular .sex. 
After all, there is no cuddling requirement, no emo­
tional baggage. You already know how to press or pull
on each others’ __ _____________________________
buttons, and most 1^^
of the time he or Indeed, in the annals o f 
she will slip off relationships
into the night like ,
a banshee fleeing there IS Tio greater post 
the deadly rays of hreak-up benefit than
i . u \  u ifhat has become widelytact that he or she
IS technically off known as “Ex-Sex.”
limits adds a cer­
tain sense of
excitement and sassiness to the occasion. On the flip- 
side, just because your ex used to be grade A, top-shelf 
htK)k-up material, there is no guarantee that he or she 
still is. It’s always gixxl to do a drive by to make sure 
your ex hasn’t let themselves get tixi dilapidated in the 
post break up months.
When deciding to undertake “Ex-Sex,” it’s smart to 
have your attorney draw up a short 200 to 300 page 
“pre Ex-Sex agreement” (like a pre-nuptial, only more 
important). You see, often, the resumption of sexual 
activity automatically signals the resumption of dating 
activity. Nothing could be further from the truth. 
There is nothing worse than waking up in the morning 
only to find your ex curled on yi>ur couch, in your box­
ers and eating your cereal. If this is the case, you will 
have to break up with them all over again. Clearly, this 
might cause you to miss part of the Real World 
Marathon. The “pre Ex-Sex agreement” will eliminate 
all thc.se problems ahead of time.
God bless those lawyers. They must have had ex- 
girltriends too.
No cards, no access, no big deal
N
o cards, no access, no exceptions. . .no way!
Effective Monday, the Cal Poly Rec Center will no longer 
admit students to the facilities without their Poly Card. 
The reason is simple. Associated Students Incorporated is trying to 
protect your investment.
“Students pay a $33 Recre^ition Center fee each quarter, two- 
thirds of which goes to facilities, equipment and programs. The 
rest goes to student wages,” ASl spokeswoman Michelle Broom 
said.
Why should people who don’t pay that fee come in and use the 
Rec. Center? ASl wants us to be able to get the full value of this
fee, without having outsiders come in 
^ O n n n i l 0 n t d r y  crowd the gym. We’ve all seen
how crowded it is in the gym. Would 
you really want to have to wait 10 minutes for the flat bench just 
because some student from Cuesta College gave the front desk 
clerk his roommate’s scKial security number? 1 can’t tell you how 
many times I’ve gone to the gym and had to wait forever just to get 
a machine or a bench. It’s ridiculous. This has actually stopped me 
from going to the gym. Maybe now 1 can go back.
“When my sister comes to visit, she likes to exercise at the gym. 
She thinks the facilities here are top notch.” Big deal. She didn’t 
pay the money for the right to exercise there, you did. And if she 
really wants to go to the gym, she can get a guest pass if you go with 
her. Get off your lazy buns and just take her there. Chances are if 
you’re a regular college student, you need to go exercise away the 
previous night’s partying.
“But what about when 1 forget my card at home?” Well that’s 
just too bad. You shouldn’t have irresponsibly left it there. Any 
professor will tell you that your parents don’t live here, so why 
expect the Rec Center to clean up after you when you don’t have
your card? Would you like them to tie your gym shoes for you too?
“But 1 run during my class breaks. 1 don’t have anywhere to put 
my card when I run so I leave it in my locker.” And? Your card 
won’t fit in the sole of your shoe? So it gets a little foot germy. 
Alcohol pads can be bought at Rite-Aid to clean off your sweaty 
ID card. If it breaks or wears off, take it over to the Campus Dining 
office to get it replaced. Chances are your mug shot from freshman 
year needs to he redone anyway. You’ve finally grown out of your 
acne and when you show your Poly Card as secondary ID at SLO 
Brew you’ll w’ant the bouncer to actually recognize you.
“The Rec Center is just being lazy.” Ha ha. Have you looked 
around the Rec Center lately? People don’t clean their sweat off 
the machines. Can you imagine how hard it is to clean those 
things at the end of the .........................................................................
day? Imagine the respon- i t n
sibility of being a life- ^ o u id  you really want to
guard out at the pool. Or have to Wait 10 minutes for
think about being the bench juSt bcCaUSC
instructor of one of the i r /-->
exercise classes? Lazy somc studcnt from Cucsta
doesn’t hit the radar at College gave the front desk 
the Rec. Center. I l l ’  ^ > • 1
So don', be lazy. The ckr/c hiS TOOmate S SOClol
Rec Center wants to pro- Security number?
tect your investment.
Hopefully the gym will he less crowded and your sister and your 
Cuesta roommate won’t be there anymore. The “no card, no 
access” policy is going to be a good thing. They’re not being lazy, 
they’re helping us out.
John Pierson is a journalism senior and Mustang Daily staff writer.
Letters to the editor
Making jokes hides the severity of issues 
Editor,
In response to the letters “Letters subscribed to a double stan­
dard" (Oct. 1) and “Mednick does not represent all views” (Oct. 1), 
in which the authors viewed “Nothing fresher than freshman” 
(Sept.25) as funny, 1 would just like to say that taking advantage of 
vulnerable women, be they freshmen or anyone else, is not a sub­
ject to be taken lightly. Mr. Whitaker’s column was in no way 
“tongue-in-cheek,” but blatantly promotes date rape. The humor­
ous remarks he tried to make in no way shadowed the degradation 
of women promoted in his article.
Making cracks aKnit such serious issues hides their severity when 
they should be brought to light. I hop>e that we as students are 
encouraged not only to cut sexist jokes out of our dialogue, but also 
evaluate any racist, homophobic or 'other derogatory language we 
may use in our everyday conversations.
Nicole B. Chubb is a computer engineering junior.
Plenty to criticize about conservative views 
Editor,
In response to joe Priola’s “Liberals are steering the direction of 
U S” (Oct. 8), don’t worry joe, conservatives are ruling this coun-
try. The corporate conservative coalition shapes our country much 
more than most people realize. They own the media and make up 
the policy formation network. They have the money and the 
power. The fact that a number of university professors happen to be 
liberal reflects their intelligence and education, not just the brain 
washing that most conservatives undergo from the upper and cor­
porate classes.
You discuss the hypocrisy demonstrated by some liberals, but you 
fail to notice the several examples of conservative hyptx;risy that 
take place everyday. Abortion is a big no-no, but it’s okay to mur­
der people using the death penalty when we are not 100 percent 
sure they committed the crimes. They were merely convicted by 
the same justice system that found O j Simpson not guilty and put 
25 men on death row in Illinois, about half of whom were proven 
not guilty after DNA testing while in prison.
If you want to criticize liberal views there are plenty of things to 
criticize about conservative views, as well. For instance, why is it 
that higher income people pay a lower percentage of their income 
to taxes than do the poor? And why is it that inequality within the 
U.S. and in the world has been on the rise since George W. Bush’s 
Republican administration tcx)k office? Why does this conserv'ative 
system favor the rich and neglect the poor? Don’t worry about a 
thing joe, everything is going your way. The corporate conservative 
coalition is ruling our country.
Jennifer Spielman is a social sciences junior.
Columnist Wanted
Mustang Daily is looking for a fun and fabulous woman to write a w eekly^!
women’s issues column.
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Political correctness 
does not always 
address the facts
The California recall election is already on its way to the annals of history. While arnold may have won, the week leading up to Tuesday’s vote is worth noting as a prime 
example of political ugliness. *
Last Thursday the Los Angeles Times broke reports that 
Republican front-runner Arnold Schwarzenegger had sexually 
harassed and groped women throughout his career as a bodybuilder 
and actor. What turns these revelations into such an especially 
low blow is not their substance but their riming.
Because of the accusations, which may very well have merit, 
Arnold’s campaign had to focus its final energies on drafting the 
most remorseful of apologies, rather than convincing California 
voters to vote for Arni>ld And, fike clockwork, on Monday 
rumors and reports were resurrected of Gov. Gray Davis’ alleged 
temper tantrums against former staffers. Though the Davis allega­
tions have not received as much media attention for one reason or 
another, both campaigns ended on the noble note of who could 
sling the uglier mud. Both hardly offered guidance for voters who
might have hoped for a culminating 
summary of each candidate’s positions.
Such smear campaigns are damaging 
far beyond the individual public fig­
ures they disgrace. It is a sad commentary on the collective intel­
ligence of the American public that they can be so easily swayed 
by such transparent smear jobs.
But these campaigns are only as harmful as we allow them to be. 
If the American people could think with their brains, then 
attempted smear jobs would fall on deaf ears.
If Arnold’s accusers were that offended by his actions, they 
would have pressed charges. At the time, however, it may have 
seemed like a ridiculous response to being hit on by Mr. Universe. 
And maybe Gray Davis has a renowned temper, but if it was that 
traumatic to his “victims,” they should have spoken up sooner.
There was another notable fall from grace last week, a stinging 
double-whammy against perhaps the country’s best-known conser­
vative commentator. Details about Rush Limbaugh’s alleged pre­
scription narcotic addiction come, for the most part, from a former 
maid paid six figures by the National Enquirer for her story. That 
said, speculation may not be the most fair game until there’s some­
thing more reliable on which to speculate. But when the drug 
news broke, Limbaugh was already in the spotlight after suggest­
ing, in his capacity as an ESPN football commentator, that “the 
media has been very desirous that a black quarterback do well.” 
Within days, he resigned.
The comment was made in the context of a discussion about a 
specific player’s performance, a topic by no means foreign to pre­
game commentary. Its meaning. Rush asserted later in the week, 
was the disconnect he perceived between the player’s image in the 
media and his performance on the field. At face value, it seems the 
comment could just as easily not have mentioned race and still 
made the same asser- w ---------------------------------------------------------
Commentary
' “ h was a srupid com. Sometimes say stupid
ment to make, if for no things, motivated not out o f '
other reason than the ^  m o lic e  OT 6 V e n  fedT , h u t
fact that a con.servative ^
commentator so much O U t O j pUTC Ig n O T d n c e .
as hinting at race 
makes the ears of the
PC police in this country perk up. Believe him or not, Limbaugh 
reiterated emphatically throughout the ensuing controversy that 
the comment was not in any way racially motivated. The road to 
hell may be paved with good intentions, but when it comes to 
taboo “-isms” in this country, innocent intentions should be 
redeeming.
All people are ignorant, in some way, about some group of peo­
ple, be it a race, a religion or a political persuasion. People there­
fore sometimes say stupid things, motivated not out of hate or 
malice or even fear, but out of pure ignorance. Why does our soci­
ety think it’s right to crucify these people, slapping them with 
labels like “racist,” “sexist” and “homophobic,” while crushing 
their credibility and demolishing their careers? Is this really more 
beneficial to society than simply and calmly enlightening them as 
to their lapse of knowledge? Does anyone honestly think alienat­
ing and denigrating the less knowledgeable is the way to build a 
tolerant and accepting society?
There is a distinct divisiveness inherent in the concept of polit­
ical correctness. On the surface it purports to advocate tolerance 
and unity, but its dark underbelly reveals a malevolent tendency 
to divide otherwise good, honest people. But, again, political cor­
rectness is only as destructive as we allow it to be. When 
Americans decide to live their lives based on tacts, not feelings— 
on reason, not fleeting passion— then political correctne.ss will 
release its iron grip on the First Amendment once and for all.
Amy Peet is a writer for Iowa State Daily.
More letters to the editor__
What is left for the true Californian? Colorblind society not the answer
Editor,
1 seem to recall better days for California. All of the 
lies, selfishness and incompetence of the last 30 years of 
California government have abruptly caught up with us. 
In our limitless folly, however, we as may well choose an 
Austrian cyborg w'ith less political experience than your 
mother to lead us through our darkest days. Only in 
California.
Never before have the barbarian hordes of the 
Midwest, who lust eternally for blood, oil and prayer in 
public school, walked so boldly among us.
All arrogance and sarcasm aside, California is the 
heart and mind of western civilization. For all her opu­
lence and vanity, for all her wealth and naïveté, our state 
is the fulcrum of the most powerful nation in the wtirld. 
We create the technology, write the policy and design the 
social systems that the rest of America imitates, whether 
they admit it or not. We cannot stand aside while we are 
dragged back into the dark ages, where rolling blackouts 
and widespread unemployment are a way of life. And yet 
now, mired in debt and tyranny, we actually believe that 
this pageant of fools and freaks can cure a land on the 
brink of financial and social collapse. Am 1 truly expect­
ed to pick my champion from among this bottom of the 
barrel batch of spineless Democrats, fascist Republicans, 
flat-tax loving midgets and porn aficionados?
With so many lesser evils to choose from, 1 find myself 
wishing Caligula’s horse was on the ballot. At least hors­
es have a work ethic. So what is left for the true 
Californian? Suicide, emigration or open revolt?
Editor,
If we want a color-blind sticiety, why don’t we gouge 
everyone’s eyes out? It would make more sense than 
Proposition 54 would have. Proposition 54’s intention 
was to create a color-blind society. 1 would be for 
Proposition 54 if it meant races will finally be seen as 
equal in everyone’s eyes. Not having to mark one’s race 
on government forms or tests will not create a color-blind 
sticiety. It will create problems for health care public safe­
ty and education.
Worst of all. Proposition 54 will allow whatever racial 
problems we have in California ti> be swept under the 
rug.
Is it really worth giving up this valuable information st> 
you no longer have to sustain the minor inconvenience 
of checking off a box de.scribing your ethnicity? Who 
cares? 1 thought people were proud of who they are and 
where they came from. If it does bother you then mark 
“other” or don’t mark anything at all. Usually, this sec­
tion is an option. There is no reason to rid our govern­
ment forms of optional information. I’m not sure what 
the underlying motives are behind this proposition, but 
something isn’t right. It doesn’t add up.
No one wants to be blind. Why would we vote for a 
proposition doing just that? Creating a color-blind soci­
ety is creating ignorance. White people will be white, 
black people will be black, brown people will be bn.>wn, 1 
will be me and you will be you. There is nothing we can 
do to change that. We can open our eyes and see others 
for who they are, where they came from and accept and 
love them for their uniqueness.
Trevor Gregg is a computer engineering senior.
Proud Mustang speaks out about Poly 
Editor,
When 1 arrived home Sunday night after my intramur­
al softball game, 1 realized 1 had lost my wallet some­
where between the softball field and home. Retracing my 
steps, 1 found nothing and wrote it off as a loss. Today 1 
waited until noon to cancel the cards and visit the DMV, 
in hopes that a fellow student would find it and contact 
me. This evening I received a call from a guy nitmed 
Dustin who wanted me to know he had picked up my 
wallet last night after his game.
Two years ago I transferred to Cal Poly from Fresno 
State where, in one semester, I had my car stereo, speak­
ers and bike all stolen on separate occasions. 1 just want­
ed to say how proud 1 am to attend a university with peo­
ple like Dustin, where not only has my car been 
untouched for two years, but a free wallet with cash 
inside gets returned to its rightful owner.
Steven Yandell is a forestry senior.
Liberal professors dominte POLS dept 
Editor,
Today, as I sat in a political science class I realized some­
thing. I was wrong all along; affirmative action is a great 
idea. There is a group of people out there that are discrim­
inated against every day because of something they can’t 
help. Even though they are just as qualified as the next guy, 
they can’t get a job. As you’ve probably realized by now, the 
people I’m speaking of are con.servative professors. As 1 
think back, 1 am positive that I have had all liberal politi­
cal science professors during my stay at Cal Poly. How do 1 
know this, you may ask? I know this is true because I am 
constantly indoctrinated with liberal views ranging from 
what a horrible failure Bush is, to how Sept. 11 is in part 
due to our governments subsidies of cotton farmers. In fact, 
while defending Bush’s .stance on the war with Iraq, one 
professor labeled me as ignorant. Meanwhile his liberal 
cohorts (students) laughed in delight.
Believe it or not, this phenomenon is not limited to our 
campus. A study done by the Center for the Study of 
Popular Culture found that of the 150 political science 
departments considered, the overall ratio of DemtKrats to 
Republicans was more than 10 to 1 (1397 Demtxrrats, 134 
Republicans). Now it’s not that 1 have a problem with lib­
erals (besides their political views), but isn’t there some­
thing fi.shy about this trend? Could it be that colleges are 
more likely to hire professofs that lean (or fall) to the left? 
Isn’t it time to level the playing field for those who can’t 
help that they believe in what’s “Right?”
Leonard Bessemer is a graphic design junior.
Letter used right-wing, biased research 
Editor,
This is in re.sponse to Philip Gileman’s letter “Homosexuals 
shouldn’t raise kid.s” (Oct 6). Philip, 1 went to the Web site 
you ba.sed your “informed opinion” on and I read several of the 
articles presented there on homosexuality. First of all, the Web 
site is for right-wing talk radio and the only articles presented 
on homosexuality were editorials ba.shing gays, showing your 
“research” was abstilutely biased. As far as the article you cited 
goes, the “statistics” from the “multiple scientific studies” you 
mentioned were not fully pre.sented. CYnly one of them had a 
date attached to it and it was from the 1970s. Are you aware 
of the major changes the gay community has gone through in 
the la.st 30 years, including changes in sexual promi.scuity? 
Even if you had gathered real data for ytiur argument, you 
failed to compare a set of statistics for homosexuals with any 
statistics reviewing sexual promiscuity among heterosexuals. 
Your argument failed to follow the most basic rule of research­
ing and debate. As for my experience in momsgamy, my wife 
and I just celebrated our three year anniversary and are look­
ing forward to raising children in a few years. We will provide 
them with a loving, open-minded home which promotes non- 
biased research and debate. If you would like to learn more 
about homtisexuality and the historically proven ability gays 
have for child rearing, I suggest you visit the Pride Center on 
campus. You will be welcomed there and will find a vast 
amount of u.seful information.
Jaymi Heimbuch is an English senior.
Letter policy
Letters become the property of the Mustang Daily. 
Mustang Daily reserves the right to edit letters for grammar, ' 
profenities arid length. Letters, commentaries and cartoons do 
not represent the views of the Mustang Daily. Please limit 
length to 250 words. Letters should include the writer's full 
name, phone number, major and class standing.
By mail:
Letters to the Editor 
Building 26, Room 226 
Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo 
CA 93407 
Byhix:
(805) 756-6784
By e-mail: mustangdaily<ghotmail.CQm
Letters must come from a Cal Poly e-mail account Do
not send letters as an attachment. Please send the text in the 
body of the e-mail.
Attention:
Your letter will not be printed unless you submit it in the 
correct format.
Casey Comstock is a political science junior who wants 
to be taught both sides of the political spectrum.
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With the RIAA cracking down on m e  
Cal Poly students and officials assess their responsU
c- ^
V
THE RECORDING INDUSTRY ASSOaATION OF AMERICA WANTS YOU! /t  THAT'S RIGHT, YOUl THE RIAA IS LOOKING FOR COLLEGE 
STUDENTS TO ADD TO THEIR CONSTANTLY EXPANDING LIST AND YOU COULD BE ON ITI ttfT BEFORE YOU GET ALL EXCITED,
there are some simple rules you must follow.^^irst, you must JofiTiload illegal.ICc^riKhted music from the Internet. 
Second, you must get caught.,« So far, more than 1,000 college students have followed these two steps perfectly. 
Millions of others are still workinjf im step one. T o% s if you inade it to step two|ind to see if you’re on the RIAA’s 
hit list, check out www.techtv.com/newii;'^Let’s lk:e it: jdovvnloaidinsfmusic has la^ome a part of the college student’s 
lifestyle. Words like Napster, Morpheus and Kazaa have i«ee^ Mne a big part of their viKahulary, and they have drasti­
cally changed the music industry. In an age where so much free information is available at the click of the mouse, it 
is hard for students to understand that they can’t talsilwhatev'er they want. Yet oiKe something is so readily available, 
it is hard to give up. TTiey want music, and they wanltit now! For years college students have been brainwashed by 
the cry from the Internet: “Free music, come and get it. I’ve got your n xk , your j&zz, your emo, your punk, your heavy 
metal; you name it, 1 got it. Just piush the button and this could all be yours fiorlree!’’ (See Downloading, page 8)
JgHQTn
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Everyone's doing it...
Effects of recording industry actions being felt on and off campus
DOWNLOADING
continued from page 7
Thou^'h this is cry he^an to fade 
due to the recent onslaujtht ot sub­
poenas and lawsuits, most students 
keep their headphcmes on and pre­
tend not to notice. After all. with 
fast DSL connections and a network 
of colletje students sharing files, a 
sonj; can be downloaded faster than 
you can say, “Is this illegal?”
Psychology junior Michael 
Moyer, who has been downloading 
music since the eighth grade, choos­
es to ignore the answer to that ques­
tion. He said tho.se who get caught 
are just unlucky.
“1 know it’s illegal, but if there is 
free music out there, then 1 don’t 
see the problem in taking it,” he 
said. “There are so many people 
doing it, that it is impossible to stop 
all of us.”
Although Moyer is aware of legal 
sites where songs can be purchased 
for a dollar, he doesn’t buy it.
“There is so much music out 
there that 1 like, it would cost me a 
fortune if I paid for it all,” he said.
because it’s too risky,” he said. “My 
freshman year in the dorms they dis­
connected my computer because I 
was sharing files. They said they 
could take me to court. Now 1 just 
download for myself.”
Mary Shaffer, the policy pro- 
gram/assurance director for 
Information Technology Services 
(IT S) said file sharing is not against 
policy, but it is the sharing of copy­
righted material that causes the 
problem.
“Downloading music is not the 
issue, because there could be legiti­
mate material being downloaded 
and distributed by people who w'ant 
their music out there for free,” she 
siiid. “The problem is that students 
don’t know what is legitimate or 
not, and they are downloading 
copyrighted songs, which could 
eventually get them in trouble.”
This is when the RIAA steps in. 
Already hundreds of subpoenas 
have been issued, and more are on 
the way.
According to www.riaa.com, 
there are four specific categories of 
music “piracy,” or the illegal dupli­
cation and distribution of sound 
recordings:
With on-campus housing and high-speed connections inevitably comes the desire to 
download.The RIAA has not issued Cal Poly any subpoenas concerning its 3,800 network 
connections, but the university received close to 100 complaints from the industry last 
January. No complaints have been filed this quarter.
“I might consider (paying for downloads) if it was a 
penny a song. Vm just a poor college student trying to 
listen to music.*'
Michael Moyer
psychology junior
On Kazaa, his download program 
of choice, Moyer’s current total 
downloaded audio is 3,228. Paying 
for each song would get pretty 
expensive for people like him.
“1 might consider it if it was a 
penny a song,” said Moyer, who 
spends two to three hours a week 
downloading music. “I’m just a poor 
college student trying to listen to 
music.”
However, Moyer is aware that 
downloading music illegally can get 
pretty expensive. With the current 
lawsuits taking place, he said he is 
much more cautious than he used to 
be.
“1 don’t share files anymore
1. Pirate recordings; Duplication 
of only the sound of legitimate 
recordings.
2. Counterfeit recordings: The 
unauthorized recordings of the pre­
recorded sound.
3. Bootleg recordings: The unau­
thorized recordings of live concerts.
4. Online piracy: The unautho­
rized uploading of a copyrighted 
sound recording and making it 
available to the public, or down­
loading a sound recording from an 
Internet site.
In recent years, the last one has 
become the most popular.
Each year the music industry 
loses about $4.2 billion to piracy 
worldwide, but they said they are
hoping to get 
some of it 
back. One of 
the first law­
suits to take 
place was in 
June when a 
1 9 -y e a r-o ld  
college stu­
dent paid the 
R I A A  
$12,000 to 
settle the 
case. Since 
then lawsuits 
have been 
popping up 
all over the 
place and 
there is no 
delete button 
to stop them.
C o l l e g e  
campuses are 
becoming a 
major target.
According to 
the Web site 
www.CalState.edu, the 23 
California State University campus­
es are welcoming a record of 
414,000 students this year, and a 
large chunk of those will probably 
be down loaders. It has become such 
a big issue that the C S U ’s Office of 
General Counsel has sent a memo 
to e S U  presidents on the RlA A ’s 
new effort to subpoena information 
about individuals who are believed 
to have engaged in unauthorized 
peer-to-peer (P2P) file sharing of 
copyrighted music and other works.
The RIAA subpoenas are the first 
step toward filing lawsuits against 
students who violate the copyright 
laws.
“Campuses are being urged to 
remind students that the unautho­
rized recording of P2P sharing of 
copyrighted works is a violation of 
campus computer use,” a dtKument 
on the Web site stated. “This prac­
tice is also illegal and students may 
face significant fines or criminal 
charges. It is the responsibility of 
students who are downloading or 
uploading dtKuments to make cer­
tain that they are not copyrighted 
works* or that the student has the 
permission of the copyright holder.”
With thousands of students who
PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY CRYSTAL MYERS/MUSTANG DAILY
love music and have fast Internet 
connections, it is not hard to see 
why the RIAA is taking out its 
wrath on colleges. More than 10 
campuses have been issued subpoe­
nas. Could Cal Poly be next?
Shaffer said Cal Poly has received 
notices from the RIAA for several 
years.
“Last January the college 
received 70 to 100 complaints with­
in a couple of weeks,” she said. 
“With about 90 percent of the stu­
dents in the residence halls down­
loading and sharing music, it’s not 
surprising.”
The Cal Poly Resptinsible Use 
Policy, which was officially enacted 
in February 2001, has tried to help 
with this problem. The primary 
fcKus of the policy is to insure that 
Internet network resources are used 
in a manner that does nt)t damage 
or slow down the use of the net­
work.
According to the Responsible 
Use Policy, once ITS receives a 
complaint that an illegal action has 
taken place, the university has the 
right to temporarily disable the 
computer. It will usually be discon­
nected from the network until a res­
idential network staff works with
the user to remove the infringing 
materials. They will then respond to 
the complaint that action is being 
taken and material has been 
removed, but they will not release a 
name without a court order. The 
student who violated the policy will 
get a warning. Education is usually 
enough to prevent further viola­
tions.
So tar, no subpoenas have been 
issued to the users of the 3,800 com­
puter network connections on cam­
pus. Most violations occur in the 
residence halls and the resident hall 
staff has been taking action to min­
imize the complaints, Shaffer said.
Starting last spring ITS started
see DOWNLOADING, page 9
® Downtown San Luis Obispo
n  iwwi.UiMiewmiHrHace.cwi|
Fremont Theatre 541-2141
Times Valid Todav Onl
IN THE BIG FREMONT
SCHOOL OF ROCK (po-id
TiMir 2:30 5:00 7:30 10:00
■
SE
UFF IS 
RDAY'
The Cal Poly Housing 
Corporation's Annual Audit 
has been completed for Pf 
2002-03. Copies ore available 
to the Public at the Foundation 
Administration Building #15.
/SS Albertsons
A T T E N T IO N  S T U D E N T S
Accepting Applications
Albcmon't » accepting applications tor temporary 
empioymant In the event of a tabor disput».
Cashier 
Stockers 
Produce 
Deli Clerks 
Class A Truck Drivers 
Cake Decorators 
Meat Cutters 
Courtesy Clerks 
Bakery Clerks
We ate offering up to $ 19.18 hourly based 
upon position and experierKe. Please contact 
the store director at the Morro Bay or San Luis 
Obispo Albertson'i Albertson's applications 
accepted every day between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
calpo^  homecoming
Come to a Club Info Meeting to 
find out how your club can win $500!
www.homecoming.calpoly.ed u
Dates: Wed, 10/8 at 7pm  ANDThurs, 10/9 at 11am  
Location: Alum ni Office, Bldg 28 
Questions: Nikole at 756-2586
’IJ eM  WMTAIMnM MMMTMTMM
SKYDJVE TAFT
Video: $70 
Tarxlem: $140
Accelerated FreefalL: $240 
STUDENT DISCOUNT
(661) 765-JUMP www.sk y d iv e t a f  t.com
THE RUNDOWN (PQ-13)
Thur 4:15 7 151000
UNDERWORLD (R)
Thur 4:15 7 0 )  9 45 
ENDS T(X>AYII
STEP INTO UQUID (NR)
Thur 4.00 9.30 
ENDS TODAY!!
IPIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN (vo-ml
Thur 6:15 
ENDS TODAY!!
Downtown Centre Cinema 
546-8600
OUT OF TIME (Po m
Thur 2:30 600 7:30 10:00
LOST IN TRANSLATION (R)
Thur 300  6:15 7:45 10:15
UNDER THE TUSCAN SUN
Thur 1:45 4:30 7:15 10:00
DUPLEX (PG-13)
Thur 2:45 5:00 7 15 9:15 
ENDS TODAY!!
I ONCE UPON A TIME IN MEXICO(R) |
Thur 2:30 4:45 700  9 30 
ENDS TODAY!!
MATCHSTICK MEN (R)
Thur 2:15 4 45 7:00 9:30
SECONDHAND LIONS (PG)
Thur 2:00 4:30 7:15 9:40
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continued from page 8
traffic shaping on the residence hall 
computer network. This means that 
less allowable speed is given to 
downloading programs such as 
Kazaa and Morpheus.
“Before we did this, most of the 
bandwidth in the residential net­
work was taken up by downloading 
programs,” Shaffer said. “Students 
who were trying to use other com­
puter programs were having trouble. 
Now we are trying to balance it.”
The residence hall staff echoed 
the need for policing the network.
“The network is set up in support 
for academic services, not for down­
loading,” said Carole Schaffer, 
director of residential life and edu­
cation. “We need to go back to the 
network’s original purpose.”
M echanical engineering fresh­
man Will McDonald has noticed 
the restrictions.
“They have definitely restricted 
downloading within the dorms,” he 
said. “The most popular programs 
like Kazaa have been slowed down 
so you can’t download as fast. It’s 
not even worth using that program.”
But McDonald isn’t worried.
“I’ve been trying other programs 
such as BearShare, and it is working 
fine,” McDonald said. “Everyone in 
the dorms downloads music, so we 
ask each other what programs to 
use.”
Like most residents in the dorms, 
McDonald shares the view that 
there is nothing wrong with down­
loading music.
“I wouldn’t buy the CD anyway,” 
he said. “No one is really losing
money. There are those people who 
will buy their CDs, and those who 
won’t.”
History junior Jon Labrum agrees.
“Artists need to realize that rimes 
are changing. They will get their 
money one way or another,” he said. 
“1 will download until I am caught.”
Even with the die-hard down­
loading mindset taking place, IT S ’ 
Shaffer believes the number of com­
plaints should go down.
“W ith the RIA A  starting to 
advertise what they are about and 
the residence hall staff taking 
action, the numbers should lower,” 
said Shiiffer.
The residence hall staff is doing 
their part by making information 
about downloading more accessible 
to students.
“This year we have put up a lot of 
bulletin hoards and up front pro­
grams, to make students more 
aware,” said Residential Life’s 
Schaffer. “By January, we hope to 
have a Web site up for people with 
questions concerning downloading 
and the trouble they could get into. 
We will see how it works this quar­
ter.”
Things could he improving. So 
far this quarter there have only been 
two complaints from the RIAA, and 
no one has been disconnected from 
the network. Yet the responsibility 
still lies with the students.
The Responsible Use Policy gives 
the analogy of driving over the 
speed limit. This is illegal, yet 
everyone does it. The person who 
gets caught, though, will get a tick­
et.
It’s up to you. Slow down, or 
keep speeding? Good Luck.
Shake it like a Polaroid picture
Organizers of Polka party seek to 
'span the generations'
By Kimberly Masculine
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
Who is up for some chicken 
dancing, or maybe a little polka?
Everyone knows the familiar 
sound of a polka, whether it is from 
Eastern Europe or “Weird A l” 
Yankovic, hut the dance steps that 
accompany the music are more for­
eign to the average Cal Poly stu­
dent.
A hop with the left then a right 
step and a left step may look easy on 
paper, hut putting it together with­
out stepping on a dance partner’s 
toes is another story.
The traditional polish dance is 
coming to San Luis Obispo and any­
one who is willing to put the well­
being of his or her toes in another’s 
care can learn how to do the polka.
The Central Coast Polka Society 
will host its third polka party Oct. 
11 from 5:30 to 7 p.m. The dancing 
will take place at the San Luis 
Obispo Veterans Hall on Grand 
Avenue.
“The chicken dance makes sense 
being a polka,” agriculture business 
junior Beth Vukmanic said. “I know 
that polka is an upbeat music hut 
that’s about it.”
Merriam-Wehster Dictionary 
describes polka as a vivacious cou­
ple dance of Bohemian origin. It
was introduced in Prague in 1835 as 
a Czech peasant dance and it soon 
spread worldwide. While the polka 
took the hack burner to more popu­
lar dances during much of the 20th 
century, it can now be seen at polka 
parties and accordion festivals 
across the United States. Its popu­
larity and heritage also lead to 
Wisconsin’s adoption of the polka 
as their state dance in 1993.
“Polka is like a slow, little old 
people dance. It is my grandmoth­
er’s favorite dance,” animal science 
sophom ore
“(Polka) already has a reputation 
and it is a high energy dance,” 
Bostwick said. “It really is a lot of 
fun.”
With the workout in mind, 
Arnold recommends that dancers 
wear non-slip shoes because the 
floor can become slippery.
Arnold and others familiar with 
the polka will be there to teach 
beginners the hop-step-close-step 
dance. He said he hopes to see a 
couple dozen people there. It is rare 
chance for polka lovers to get
T w y l a  
Kangas said.
“But 1
would go 
with a cou­
ple of
friends. It
would he an interesting experience, 
and 1 like to dance.”
Myles Bostwick, a business junior 
and President of the Cal Poly 
Ballroom Dance Club, said that 
learning the polka gives people a 
little hit of culture.
Jesse Arnold, a member of the 
Central Coast Polka Society, said 
there are many more benefits to the 
polka, if becoming more cultured 
isn’t enough. Arnold said it is an 
aerobic dance and substitutes for a 
good workout.
'Tolka is like a slow, little old people dance.
It is my grandmothers favorite dance/'
Twyla Kangas
animal science sophomore
together and dance in an unstruc­
tured way.
“There is nothing structured, it is 
all for fun,” Arnold said.
He said people will learn the 
basic step hut can’t promise that 
everyone will he dancing and hop­
ping around the floor. Besides the 
polka, there are also chances to 
dance the waltz and the two-step.
“It is an informal get-together 
with recorded music,” Arnold said. 
“We are trying to span the genera­
tions.”
C A M P U S  P R O J E C T S
QUARTERLY UPDATE FALL 2003
CERRO VISTA
Cerro Vista (Student Housing I) was completed in time for students to move in before the 
beginning of Fall Quarter, The complex is the first apartment-style housing on campus. 
For more information, visit the Housing website: http://www.housing.calpoly.eda''
STUDENT HOUSING NORTH
Approval for the Student Housing North schematic design and EIR were received 
from the Board of Trustees in September. Check the Student Housing North website 
for information about the project: http://www.facilities.calpoly.edu/ Click on the 
Student Housing North icon.
TELECOMM • Telecommunications Infrastructure Project
Project Telecomm is continuing throughout campus. The project is upgrading telecom­
munications (voice, data and video) systems in all State-owned buildings on campus. 
Orange and purple signs are placed at building entries two to three weeks before the 
project is scheduled to arrive. For further infonnation, current building schedules, photos 
and other information, contact the Telecomm website: http://telecomm.calpoly.edu/
ENGINEERING III
Phase I of the 41,000 square foot building at the North West comer of the campus is com­
plete. Phase II is expected to begin construction this quarter and will finish the interior 
work, exterior awnings, screens and land.scaping, add anew jet propulsion building and 
extend California Boulevard through to Highland Drive.
SUMMER PROJECTS
During summer quarter, projects were completed to repair and maintain campus streets, parking lots and 
sidewalks. The summer projects included the construction of a new sidewalk along Poly Canyon Road at 
Sha.sta residence hall, creating eight additional parking spaces.
BUILDING PERMITS - Required for Ail Campus Projects
Facilities Planning & Capital Projects would like campus departments to be aware that all 
construction projects — big or small -  must go through the campus building permit 
process. A building pemiit is required for all departments, offices and student projects 
whether or not they are using their own resources. For a building permit application and 
more detailed infonnation on the process, go to the Facilities Planning Web site from the Cal Poly Home page 
and click on Building Permits. www.facilities.calpoly.edu/Facilities_Planning/buildingpermit/permit.htm
TO FIND OUT M O RE ABOUT CA M PU S PROJECTS  
6 0  TO THE FAC IL IT IES W EB S IT E  AT: http://www.facilities.calpoly.edu/
STUD EN T D ISCOUN T TRAVEL 
Authorized STA Ticketing Agency
STA International & Domestic Airline Tickets 
Eurail Passes * Free Timetables and Maps 
International Student ID Cards 
International Youth Hostel Memberships 
Vacation Break Packages 
Travel Insurance 
Free Counseling
Quick one 
s t o p  service
^  783-7001
www.tvltm.com cp@tvltm .com
698 Marsh Street (at Broad), SLO 
Free I^uking at Door
rvotewilcinal'naMBlandlnautanoeSetvtoes
Silence von't stop it.
Only 1 in 10 rapes is reported.
Campus Police Department 75^-2281 
Women's Center 7^6-2600 
http://safer.calpoly.edu
Safer Is sponsored by Student Life and Leadership 
Women's Programs and University Police Department
THE ROAD TO OPPORTUNITY
Ifs wide Open...
To Learn More:
♦ Information Session 
Oct 14*, 6:00-8:00pm 
Veranda C - Building 19
Key Recruiting Dates:
♦ Resume Drop Ends - Oct IT^
♦ Round 1 Interviews - Nov 13^ ^
♦ Round 2 Interviews - Nov 14^
Deloitte.
www.dc.com
/ (MTW
Political Information Luncheon 
For Faculty & Staff
The California Faculty Association (CFA) is 
holding a luncheon in honor of Assemblywoman 
Rebecca Cohn, candidate for 15th Senate District. 
She will talk about Sacramento politics and will 
discuss the upcoming local Senate race.
Date: October 9  
Time: 1 l :0 0 a m -l :0 0  pm
C^litomia Faculty A.uociatKm 
San Luis C)Fispi) C'hapter
RuildinK 18, Rixmi 111 ‘ ‘Telephone: 805-756-2717
: the emotion felt by those w ho 
don't work for the Mustunu: 1 )ail\
'['he Mustang; DaiK is looking for freelance w riters 
for new s, enteitainment and .sports.
X’isit Andra or Ahbe\ in Bldg 26. room 226 
Please bring w riting samples and stoi \ ideasi!
( lall 75^-1796 for more information
A s  a n  e n g in e e r  i n  
t h e  U .S . A i r  F o rc e , 
t h e r e ’ s no  t e l l i n g  w h a t  
y o u ’l l  w o r k  o n .
(S e rio u s ly , we can’t  t e ll  ^ o u .)
United States Air Force applied technology is years ahead 
of what you’ll touch in the private sector, and as a new 
engineer you’ll likely be involved at the ground level of new 
and sometimes classified developments. You'll begin leading 
and managing within this highly respected group from day 
one. Find out what’s waiting behind the scenes for you in 
the Air Force today. To request more information, call 
1 -8U0-423-USAF or log on to airforce.com.
U . S .  A l f t  F O R O S
C R O S S  I N T O  T H E  B L U E
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VOLLEYBALL
continued from page 12
a definite asset to Idaho’s team ,* 
Schlick said.
Idaho comes into the game tieJ 
with Cal Poly in wins and losses 
however, the Vandals beat unde| 
feated U C Irvine last Thursday 
That upset is a perfect example ci 
the parity in the Big West, Schlicj 
said.
“We are definitely going into thi 
weekend wanting two wins,” senio| 
outside hitter Molly Duncan said.
He also outlined the keys to 
Mustang victory.
“We are focusing on keeping 
everything together on our side," 
Schlick said. “Our serving needs to 
remain aggres.sive and our serve 
receiving must be concise.”
Cal Poly faces Utah State on 
Saturday at Mott Gym. They cur­
rently have a 2-1 record in confer­
ence and just had a hard loss to UC 
Irvine last Saturday. Outside hitter 
Erin Cartwright led the Aggies with 
18 kills and 11 digs.
Cartwright was an all-Big West 
First team honoree in 2002. Her 
458 kills are the second most in a 
single season in Utah State history.
Sophomore outside hitter Zuzana 
Cernianska and junior setter 
Andrea Delsigne are also players to 
watch. Cernianska is second in the 
conference in kills percentages. 
Delsigne is leading the conference 
in assists.
“We will match up well with this 
team, hut we are going to need 
everything tight and streamlined on 
our side,” Duncan said.
Although the Mustangs have 
gotten off to a rocky start in confet- 
ence play, there is still time in thti 
season for the women to tighter 
their game and grab some wins.
“We are a young team, but have 
lot of talent," Duncan said. “Wtj 
need to gain our confidence hack ir 
order to consistently win matches ’!
Duncan said she believes serving 
tough and limiting teams to simpli 
offense are two key aspects of a win] 
ning game.
Schlick, however, put his emphal 
sis on teamwork.
“.A strong team effort needs to be 
in place in irrder tor the (women) to 
win consistently," Schlick said.
HURRY OFFER ENDS SOON!
Anytim e Minutes 
Free N ationw ide Long Distance
Only $39®® a m onth!
. p lu s Nokia phone*
Free Student Survival Ki
with activation
Designer phone case
CD from C)heap Thrills ,
Smoothie and mug from Jamba Juice 
Personal pizza from Woodstock s
Cunent Valid Student 10 or verification ol eiiroHmart re
Proud S| 
of Cal Poly
‘Customen may oHaai a free Nokia 2?60 phone for each u M  enroled hereunder for a m aMnin term of 24 months Sales taaes edl tie charged on the normal retail price of each phone Benefits available only to new customers enrolhng dqaaNy capable laats on CekulaiOne service 
between August 1& 2003 and October It. 2003 for a rm nun12-m onlh  term on the Cakforraa Service fNan EkgMe customers musMive or have their place of busaiessn San U a sQ b i^  County Qualified unts thus enrolled «wk be billed S39 95 permoniti for a monthly message attoviance 
of 1000 Home Area mmtfes and wW be e n lilM  to forgMeness of thrd party long dsiance charges on calls ongaialed n  the Home Area and termnaled wdhm the contacnlal Uniled Slates. AdtMnnal roamaig charges may apply where an enrolled if«  makes or receives calls outside 
CaWoma. or on a system wkhoui a raanwig partnerslap agreement wttti CellulaiOne of San Uas Qbrspo Regular acDvabon and use-sens<ne tees will apply eacepi ttwl CelularOne w« wane actwation fees for each ta« enrolled hereuaier for a nanmum term of 24 months Added fees 
w« apply where serwce 10 any unkbenefilaig from ihK promotion 6  lermawlad before the end of Ihemaamum arm. Odwrterrre and conAlaws are desodied on plan descrplaais and seniice orders IhBpronailaw  may not be com ba«da«h other prona<ions.eacepl dial ekgdilecus- 
tomers wNh student idenbficabon also re c sM  a free Celularfine Nokia 2260 desigcr case and ttaee gin cerMicales per needy actwMed account redeemable at terms specified thereai by Cheap Ih rdK  lamba kace. and iAfoodstock S Pizza.
C la s s if ie d  A d v e r t is in g
G ra p h ic  A rts B u ild in g , Room  22Ó Cal Poly, San Luis O bispo, CA  9 3 4 0 7 (8 0 5 ) 75 6 -114 3
H e l p  W a n t e d  I  A n n o u n c e m e n t s  I C a m p u s  C l u b s
Movie Extras / Models needed 
No exp. required 
Earn up to $500-$1,000/day 
1-888-820-0167 ext. U338
Demonstrator. Tuscany 
Expressions Authentic Italian 
Paint
310-393-1315
A n n o u n c e m e n t s
Green Rockin/ Concert 
Joose, David Lynch, more... 
Sunday, Oct. 12, 2003 12-5pm 
Call 995-2456 for info.
Tibeta n  Bu d d h ist  
Meditation  and Dh a r m a  
Teach in g s
with Lama Khedrub and 
students. Ongoing on Wed.
evenings, 6:30-8:30pm 
See www.bodhipath-west.org 
or call 528-1388, 528-2495
pRArERNITIES -  SORORITIES
Cl u b s  -  Stu d en t  Gr o u p s
Earn $1000-$2000 this semester 
with a proven CampusFundraiser 
3 hour fundraising event. OUR 
FREE PROGRAMS MAKE 
FUNDRAISING EASY WITH NO 
RISKS. Fundraising dates are 
filling quickly, so get with the 
program! It works.
Contact CampusFundraiser at 
888-923-3238, or visit 
www.campusfundraiser.com
Attention all students 
and staff in the English 
department:
The annual student and faculty 
softball game and BBQ  is 
Saturday, Oct. 11 
Cuesta Park 
BBQ  at 12, game at 2
All students;
The Society for 
Technical Communication 
will meet today 11-12, 22-218 
All interested are welcome
F o r  S a l e
Toyota Tercel ‘92 
$1200, runs great, 
Nice Stereo!
Call Steve 459-1462
F o r  S a l e
Need an extra $36,000 a year? 
Vending route for sale: 
Cost $6500.00 
Help find missing children 
1-800-568-1392 or 
www.vendingthatworks.com
Toyota C e lica  GT 2001 
All Pwr. Silver, AT, AC, CC, 
Alarm  k ay la ss  remote. New  
tiraa, CD, A lloys, 42K  Mi. 
Toyota Warranty. 
$15000/080  
805-474-8711
P e r s o n a l s
Attention! If you missed mullet 
last year, it is back! Call Mullet 
Mark if you want to run your hands 
through the dew. 
916-804-4996
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Unsinkable Molly Duncan
►  Poly volleyball captain 
succeeds with different 
sport, same court
By Mike Cervantes
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITtR
From basketball to volleyball, 
from freshman redshirt to senior cap­
tain, from slow season start to win­
ning goals —  Molly Duncan’s athlet­
ic career is all about transitions.
Duncan, a kinesiology senior, has 
significantly improved since her 
freshman'redshirt year in 1999. She 
now captains her team with a vocal­
ly charged and impressive record.
“Molly is a major leader for us on 
and off the floor,” head volleyball 
coach Steve Schlick said. “She’s 
high energy; she’s very vocal, she’s a 
great athlete as well. She’s very fast 
and very dynamic.”
The 5-foot-11-inch outside hitter 
has made 74 kills in conference
“Molly is a major leader 
for us on and off the floor. 
She's high engergy; she's 
very vocal."
Steve Schlick
Volleyball head coach
matches this season, as well as 53 
digs and 21 blocks. She has an aver­
age of 4.11 kills, 2 .94 digs and 1.17 
blocks per game.
Duncan has played volleyball 
since her freshman year in high
school, a late 
starter com ­
pared to many 
other players.
“O r i g i n a l ly  
my mom
encouraged me 
to play volley­
ball, and 1 
played basket­
ball before 
that,” Duncan 
said. “I’ve 
always been 
pretty good at 
jumping and as 
an athlete 1 was 
quick.”
A team -ori­
ented person,
Duncan was 
drawn to volley­
ball. Her outgo­
ing personality 
and strong 
v o c a l i z a t i o n s  
make her a good 
captain.
“Molly has 
great work 
ethic, she 
vocalizes, but 
she leads by 
e x a m p l e , ”
Schlick said.
“W e’re very, 
very pleased 
that she’s part 
of our program.
She represents Molly Duncan has risen to a prominent role on the 
Cal Poly in a court. She is second on the team in kills and digs.
tremendously positive way.” Mustangs, though.
All has not been going well for the “W e’ve had problems with
LESUE BURTON/MUSTANG DAILY
confidence, and that came to a cli­
max with our game last Thursday 
with Northridge,” Duncan said. 
“This whole season’s been kind of 
different because we have a lot of 
new players and we lost four starters 
from last season.”
Despite the fresh faces on this 
year’s roster, Duncan has not been 
disappointed in her team.
“On Saturday night’s match 
against Pacific we played together as 
a team and we fought the whole way 
through the game and never gave 
up,” Duncan said. “I was really proud 
of my team for that.”
Teamwork has been an important 
theme in Duncan’s role as captain 
and team cheerleader.
Faith in each player’s ability and 
working through things emotionally 
and mentally is a big part of playing, 
Duncan said, especially when the 
team is not doing as well as they 
could.
“I know my teammates around 
me believe in me,” Duncan said. 
“Then it’s a lot easier to come back 
if you’ve had a couple bad plays. 1 
try to do that for my team too.”
In practice, the team has been 
preparing for the upcoming game by 
celebrating their successes and not 
dwelling on their defeats.
.„“1 think things are looking a lot 
better and people are getting more 
confident and learning to play 
together as a team, and I’m really 
excited about the m atches this 
weekend,” Duncan said. “I’d like to 
keep winning and keep staying pos­
itive and working together.”
How to field a w inner
Commentary
►  Balance of soccer 
power may be shifting 
between Poly squads
I witnessed an astonishing invention last weekend out at Mustang Stadium: the invention of a good 
domestic men’s stxcer team.
I’ve seen a number of good female 
soccer teams in my life. The high 
school I graduated from has passed on 
at least half a dozen girls to Division 1 
schools. Cal Poly’s women’s soccer 
team could repeat as Big West cham­
pions this year. On a national level, 
I’m always surprised when the U.S. 
w o m e n  
lose.
T a k e  
Cal Poly,
whose men’s team has traditionally 
been an example of American foot­
ball futility. It seemed toward the end 
of last season that unless a squad of 
Brazilians could be airlifted immedi­
ately to Mustang Stadium, there was 
no hope for the green and gold men. 
Cal Poly stumbled to 3-16, its sixth 
losing .season in seven years.
Statistically, the Mustangs looked 
worse, scoring only nine goals in 2002 
while allowing 31. Men’s soccer head 
ccîach Wolfgang Gartner said it’s the 
most goals Cal Poly has surrendered in 
the 25 years he’s coached. Cal Poly was 
also shut out in eight of its 16 losses.
This year, though, fortunes are dif­
ferent for the Mustangs. At 3-3-1, 
they’re threatening to erase all memo-
lam
ries of last year’s futility brigade, par­
ticularly with their 2-0 win Saturday at 
home against the Cal State Fullerton 
Titans.
Usually, the 
Titans give the 
Mustangs hives.
Stacked with 
out-of-state and 
i n t e r n a t i o n a l  
players, includ­
ing ones from 
A r g e n t i n a ,
Venezuela and 
England, the
Titans easily cxit- 
recruit the
Mustangs. Up
until Saturday, Fullerton had a six- 
game winning streak going against Cal 
Poly.
Gartner always has confidence 
when Cal Poly plays Fullerton. The 
Titans push a tight, controlled and 
“nice” game. Gartner’s teams, on the 
other hand, run fast and spread the 
ball wide, like Los Angeles Raiders 
teams of the early 1990s that used to 
toss Hail Marys on 2nd and 10.
The Mustangs would have made 
Raiders’ owner A1 Davis proud 
Saturday nif^t.
With burning jets not typically seen 
outside of Air Force bases, the Mustangs 
netted two goals in the game’s first five 
minutes, exploiting the Titans’ saunter­
ing and seemingly motionless defense.
Many different players stepped up. 
Forward Brian Reed ran the offense 
all night, continually setting plays up
and dishing the ball to his teammates. 
Forward Scott Gellman scored the first 
giTal of the night by deflecting a ball off 
a Titan defender. And then there was 
Justin Woodward.
Wixxlward was all over the place 
Saturday night. As a defender, he was 
Mustang goalie Greg Blevins’ foremost 
line of defense. On offense, he hit a 
through ball to set up Cal Poly’s first 
goal and actually scored the second 
one.
Woodward talked afterward about 
the difference on this year’s team.
“It’s like day and night,” Woodward 
said. “Everybody’s intensity level is up, 
practices are great, we’re playing hard­
er in the day and we’re finishing our 
opportunity.”
Filled primarily with returning 
players. Cal Poly is simply a different 
team. Defense is emphasized more. 
There is a new foreign player, German 
midfielder Andreas Abelein, but the 
Mustangs are largely winning because 
of the veteran players’ maturity level, 
as was seen with a big win Saturday 
night.
1 don’t know why it’s so hard to get 
a break, but it’s nice to finally see a 
good men’s soccer team.
The women’s soccer team will have 
to start airlifting in Brazilian men if 
they want to remain the best soccer 
team at Cal Poly.
Graham Womack is a journalism 
junior and Mustang Daily staff writer. 
E-mail him at galexand@calpoly.edu.
Volleyball
faces
tough test
By Amanda Hippe
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
This weekend holds more 
strong conference matches for 
Mustang volleyball.
So far the Mustangs have 
finished five Big West 
Conference m atches. They  
have walked away with a win 
over Cal State Fullerton and 
losses to U C  Santa Barbara, 
U C  Riverside, Cal State  
Northridge and Pacific.
Schlick said the teams in the 
Big West Conference can beat 
each other on any given night.
“There are no really domi­
nant teams out there,” he said. 
“It just depends on how a team 
is playing that particular 
night.”
Friday’s matchup brings the 
Idaho Lady Vandals. One play­
er the Mustangs will definitely 
be focusing on slowing down is 
6-foot-2-inch  middle blocker 
Anna-Marie Hammond. She 
earned All-Big West First Team 
honors in 2002 and currently is 
sixth in the conference in hit­
ting percentage.
“She is a standout player and
seeVO LLEYBALU page ll
# 2 3  W Soccer Long Beach St.
2= @ 0
Kelsey Carroll (F) —  2 goals
#20 Football ^  #8 Montana
14 @  17
Jordan Beck (LB) —  23 tackles (school record)
V o U ie y b a ll ... #23 Pacific
a @  3
Cal Poly —  .119 hitting percentage
m Soccer . . Cal St. Fullerton
2; Vb. 0
Gellman (F), W oodward (MF) —  1 goal apiece
#23 W  Soccer „ UC Irvine
2 @  1
Sharon Day (F) —  Game-winning goal
VoUttyball
Q:
^Cal St. Northridge
Jessica Diepersloot (OH) —  16 kills
Volisybail VS. Idaho
fri., oct. 10,7 p.m., tune into gopoly.com
#1*9^  W Soccer VS.
fri., oct. 10,7 p.m.,
#23 Footbdl @
sat., oct. 11,3 p.m.
Vnlleyikall VS.
UC Riverside 
Akron 
Utah Sute
sat, o c t  11,7 p.m., tune into gopoly.com
M Soccer @
sun., oc t 12,1 p.m.
Gonzaga
#19 W Soccer V S . ^  Fullerton
sun., o c t 12,1 p.m., tune into gopoly.com
IVi Soccer @  Cal St. Fullerton
weds., oct. 15,7 p.m.
#23 Football VS. Mary’s
sat, o c t  18,7 p.m.
# 19 W Soccer @  UCSB
sun., o c t  19,7 p.m.
By the numbers
2
The two volleyball 
games this weekend will 
be Webcast on 
gopoly.com by Cal Poly 
students Jeff Gideon, 
filling in for Ryan 
McAdams, and Rob 
McAllister. Those inter­
ested can tune in at 7 
p.m. Friday and Saturday 
as the teams take on 
Idaho and Utah State in 
a pair of Big West 
Conference matchups.
I Imistt.n s
When is the last time Texas beai 
the University of Oklahoma foot­
ball team?
Send answers to: spmartinOcalpoly.edij
Who won the 1993 ALCS? 
Toronto Blue Jaya
Congratsto Gabriel ‘ Cameron’  Diaz, Kevin 
‘ My Last Nante is a DMB Reference’  Fenton and 
Ben Seager, Shane ’ Ambassador’ Andersen
Sports editor Scan Martin can be 
reached at 756-1796 or mustang- 
dailysports@yahoo.com
